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SOLRSearch Plus Dynamic UI

Prebuilt Solutions

Make Search easy. Raritan’s SOLRSearch Plus
Dynamic Search Interface addresses many of the
challenges that many companies face in finding
and accessing their content. The pre-built
solution can be configured to access any SOLR
collection (if you need your content indexed and
enriched for navigation, give us a call. We can
do that too.) Our interface can be easily tuned
to have your look and feel and is full featured
and accessible via the web (including through
browsers on mobile platforms).
You can instantly configure a User Interface that
your customers will use to access your content.
It can run in the Amazon EC2 environment or can
be installed in your datacenter and has the typical Enterprise Search Features that you have become used to:
Features Include - Integrated Search and Navigation, Search Within, Breadcrumbs, Paging, Custom Sorting
and Page Size, Hit Highlighting, Secure Login (Optional), Hyperlinking to record source, filetype detection
with icon display, custom proprietary and help statements. Best of all, you can access this thru your
Smartphone or tablet.
We built SOLRSearch UI on top of the Apache Solr Framework which can be supported by our partners at
LucidWorks. As an Amazon technology partner our secure solution has been reviewed by Amazon and built
using best practices to meet the security needs of the most demanding customers.
If you need help indexing your content, we can do that to. With our Connector
Framework and DBpedia Content Enrichment tools we can leverage the crowdsourced
collective knowledge of Wikipedia and have extensive topical coverage to enrich content
in almost any vertical market segment. We can also use your taxonomies and vocabularies for additional
enrichment (Facets/metadata).
The SOLRSearch Dynamic UI is available now. Give us a call and we'll demonstrate our capabilities to you and
show how we can bring your search application live to have users all over the world finding your content
right away.
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